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Abstract: In India, the banks have a formidable edge in maintaining their custo-
mer retention ratio for past few decades. Downfall makes the private banks to
reduce their operations and the nationalised banks merge with other banks. The
researchers have used the traditional and ensemble algorithms with relevant fea-
ture engineering techniques to better classify the customers. The proposed algo-
rithm uses a Meta classifier instead of an ensemble algorithm with an adaptive
genetic algorithm for feature selection. Churn prediction is the number of custo-
mers who wants to terminate their services in the banking sector. The model con-
siders twelve attributes like credit score, geography, gender, age, etc, to predict
customer churn. The project consists of five modules as follows. First is the
pre-processing module that identifies the missing data and fills the value with
mean and mode. Second is the data transformation module where, the categorical
data is converted into numerical data using label encoding to fasten the computa-
tions. The converted numerical data is normalized using the standard scalar tech-
nique. The feature selection module identifies the essential attributes using
DragonFly and Firefly (Hybrid Fly) algorithms. The classification module designs
an intelligent Meta learner, which combines the Ensemble Algorithm Extreme
Gradient Boosting (XGBOOST) with base classifiers as “Extra Tree Classifier”
and “Logistic Regression” to predict the churn customers.
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1 Introduction

The customers’ churn decision depends on the offers and benefits provided by the organization. To
automate the process of finding the churn customers, the proposed algorithm uses machine learning [1]
concepts with few important limitations from the previous works, as shown in Tab. 1.

From the above limitations, few research gaps are identified and solutions are given by the proposed
method as follows.

The system needs an algorithm to support the hyper tuning of the estimators that quickly adapt to the
environment for self-learning as autonomous system.

Deep Learning algorithm is good in nature, but it makes the process complicated and hence the
algorithm should be automatic, dynamic and straightforward.

To solve overfitting problem, the system needs an algorithm to adjust the training data and generate good
decision rules to produce the tree of good depth.

The accuracy is mainly dependent on pre-processing and feature selection processes. Blindfolded
traditional approaches are suitable to handle this problem. The algorithm needs some data exploration
mechanisms to decide the data cleaning techniques that is applied simultaneously to decide population
characteristics.

The approach used by organizations to identify customers who are likely to churn is known as the binary
classification job. Binary classification tasks interpret questions as input and the results are either yes or no.
Customer deflection likelihood is most common in SaaS (software as a service) and membership-based (fee-
based) firms that charge on monthly, yearly, quarterly and ongoing basis. Mostly, creating a customer
outreach model that yields reliable data for churn prediction is the first step in deflection probability analysis.

2 Literature Survey

The exploration of diverse machine learning and statistical models for progress in prediction, authors
have analyzed the virtue of customer churn rate in data. The experiment shows a comparative result of
testing the parameters like accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of the algorithms such as Random Forest,
ANN (Artificial Neural Networks), GLM (Generalized linear model) and XG – Boost (extreme gradient
boosting) [7] over the data set. This paper is mainly suitable for the commercial banks to evade customer
churn and preserve the advances and deposits held by the SB (Saving’ Bank) customers. Predictive

Table 1: Limitations of previous works

Ref. Author name Algorithms used Limitations

1 Putta
Hemalatha

KSVM integrated
with ANN [2]

Using Neural Networks for small and textual data makes the
model complex and expensive.

2 Ramakanta
Mohanty

Extreme Learning
Machine [3]

The accuracy is approximately 81% and can be improved
further.

3 S.
Neelakandan

Decision Trees [4] Decision Tree is the traditional algorithm that suffers from an
overfitting problem.

4 Dr A.P.
Jagadeesan

Logistic Regression
+ Decision Tree [5]

The model does not care about pre-processing step.

5 Hemlata
Dalmia

KNN [6] K value is not hyper parameterized
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algorithm compared the models and stated that Random Forest [8] had shown the best churn prediction of
78% with a high predictive score from the experimented dataset.

This model uses Multi-Layer Perceptron in Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [9] for customer churn
prediction and resulted in the best accuracy compared to the traditional machine learning methods with
graphical representation. For better computation of the deployed model, the researchers have segmented
the dataset into three parts namely a training set, a testing set and a validation set. The feature scaling is
used to improve the algorithm’s computation time. The model deployed in python and Multilayer
Perceptron with ANN showed 97.53% and 97.36% of efficiency respectively.

With the use of clustering and classification models, the authors developed a predictive algorithm to
determine the circumstances for customer churning in telecom sector [10]. The proposed model initially
categorizes churn customers using the Random Forest classification algorithm with an accuracy of
88.63% and later uses a cosine correlation to produce grouped retention. Random Forest generally uses
decision trees in classification and handling nonlinear data effectively. With the associated features, the
deployed model works best on the dataset. This study uses Attribute Selected Classifier for rule
generation [11] and accessible visualization.

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) establishes the features for all the indiscriminate datasets
segregated from the training dataset. The key component of this development is to evaluate a better
prediction model for the client churning in the telecom sector.

The research proves that the deep learning algorithm model is better than the general machine learning
algorithms and ANN concepts in churn prediction. For this research, the experiment was carried out on
RapidMiner Studio using two unique datasets [12]. The experimental analysis using Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) [13] is carried out on hidden layers using a rectifier function and on activation layers
and output stage, a sigmoid operation is used. This experiment has three main research objectives such as
the Activation Function, Batched sizes and training algorithms. In the first analysis, variant combinations
of active functions are used at the hidden and output layers to identify the accuracy. The second
observation is to calculate the impact on the considered training deep neural network on batch size. At
last, multiple training algorithms are compared with different training parameters for determining the
efficiency. The proposed heuristic observation will increase the productivity of hyperparameter tuning in
DNN churn model [14–17].

The proposed algorithm is carried out on a moving window that authorizes complex detection, series and
dependencies based on the chosen transactions at particular time. This experiment also focused on reducing
the noise data by eradicating inappropriate dependencies that arise due to the absence of analysis through
time dimension. Rather than Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [18–20], the Boruta algorithm [21,22]
is used for the feature selection process for dimensionality reduction problem. This developed research
can derive substantial patterns from factual customers transmit and transactional data [23,24]
authenticated by the financial institutions.

3 Proposed Methodology

The main focus of this study is to detect the churned customers in banking sector and to take preventive
measures to protect them from exiting. The proposed system consists of five modules, as outlined in Fig. 1.

3.1 Data Pre-Processing

The churn modeling dataset contains 12 attributes and 1 class label of 50000 customers detail for
training. The detailed description of the dataset is given in Tab. 2.
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The basic principle of any machine learning algorithm is that it works efficiently with numerical and
binary data rather than categorical data. To design an accurate system, the null values are removed before

Figure 1: An overview of five modules in predicting the churn customers in banking industry

Table 2: Metadata description of dataset

S.
No

Name Type Description Possible values

1 Customer Id Numerical Uniquely identifies a customer Any 8-digit code

2 Surname Categorical Name of the customer String Data

3 Credit Score Numerical Performance of the customer in terms of EMI
Payments

350–850

4 Geography Categorical Name of the Country {France,
Germany, Spain}

5 Gender Categorical Customer Gender {Male, Female}

6 Age Numerical Customer Age 18–92

7 Tenure Numerical Maintenance of account in years 1–10

8 Balance Numerical Account Balance of the customer Any numerical
value

9 Number of
Products

Numerical Number of related associations 1–4

10 HasCrCard Binary Checks the availability of credit card with
customer

0-No
1-Yes

11 IsActiveMember Binary Checks the member ship status of the customer 0-No
1-Yes

12 Estimated Salary Numerical Customer take-home salary Any numerical
value

13 Exited (Class
Label)

Binary It is predicting variable that represents whether
the customer will churn or not

0-No
1-Yes
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converting the categorical data to numerical data. In the above dataset, an empty value in age attribute is filled
with a mean value of the age.

3.1.1 Data Transformation
It describes the process of converting the categorical data into numerical data with an encoding technique

known as “Label Encoding,” which assigns a numerical value from 0 to n-1. The conversion process is
illustrated with an example as follows. Suppose an attribute known as “Geography” has three different
values represented ranging from 0 to 2 numerical values based on the sorted data as illustrated in Tab. 3.

The churn modeling dataset contains a total of 3 categorical data elements. By applying the data
transformation process on these elements, the obtained numerical values of a sample set are shown in Fig. 2.

3.1.2 Data Standardization
The obtained data are numerical values, but still there are few attributes like credit score, age and estimated salary

have wide range of possible values. This problem is addressed by the popular standardization technique known as
“Standard Scalar,” that redistributes the mean and standard deviation always to be 0 and 1 respectively. The
redistributed values are computed for every possible values in the attribute as represented in Eq. (1).

A i½ � New ¼ A i½ � old � A i½ � oldð Þ
A i½ � oldð Þ (1)

where A[i]_New denotes the newly computed values of the attribute

Table 3: Illustration of label encoding process

Geography (Before label encoding) Geography (After label encoding)

France 0

Germany 1

Spain 2

Figure 2: Dataset after label encoding mechanism
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A[i]_old denotes the current instance value

μ(A[i]_old) denotes the mean value of ith attribute

σ(A[i]_old) denotes the standard deviation of ith attribute

From the above sub-modules, the pre-processing stage is illustrated as an algorithm below.

Pseudocode for Pre-Processing:

Input: Bank_Data Load the Churn Modelling Dataset as a set of features

Output: Transformed and Standardized data

Begin:

1. if Bank_Data.isnull().sum()!=0

a. for i in len(Bank_Data):

Bank_Data[i] simpleImputer(strategy=’mean’)

2. for c in Bank_Data.colums:

a. if Bank_Data.dtypes[c]==object:

Bank_Le_Data[c] LabelEncoder.fit(Bank_Data[c].astype(str))

b. Bank_Sc_Data[c] StandardScalar.fit_transform(Bank_Le_Data[c])

End

3.2 Feature Extraction

This is the crucial step in machine learning process, as all attributes are not important for the
classification of churn customers. In the previous studies, the relation and strength of the attributes are
measured using the correlation matrix. The correlation matrix acts as the key decision-maker to measure
the strength of the relation between two attributes by computing its rank using Spearman’s mechanism.
The proposed system tries to identify the direction of impact on the attributes and their rank order
relationship between them. The results obtained for the correlation matrix are represented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Correlation Matrix using Spearman’s Mechanism
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From the above matrix, it is observed that very few elements are correlated. The proposed system
implements pipelined architecture of REF with Random Forest algorithm, which computes the accuracy
for every individual feature and publishes the one with the highest accuracy as the number of features to
be selected. The output for various attributes vs. accuracy is plotted as “Box Plot” in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, it is observed that all the selected attributes have the highest accuracy compared to the other
values.

3.3 Feature Selection

The proposed system has identified the important attributes by designing a novel hybrid adaptive genetic
algorithm known as “Dragonfly + Firefly.” The Dragonfly algorithm is the dimensionality reduction
technique in large-scale industries that is purely based on the Bayesian Optimization technique and helps
improve the performance by evaluating the features in parallel. The Firefly algorithm also reduces the
multiple objectives concerned with the improvement of accuracy and reduction of error rate. The dynamic
dragonfly creates sub swarms and moves in their favorable direction.

Pseudo Code for Hybrid Fly Algorithm:

Input: Bank_Data Load the Churn Modelling Dataset as a set of features along with labels

Output: Reduced Set of Features with their corresponding index

Begin:

1. Bank_train_x,Bank_train_y,Bank_test_x,Bank_test_y split_and_test(test_size=0.2)

2. Bank_valid_data crossfold(labels, k=5)

3. Initialize number of flies,n and iterations, itr

4. [sel_feat,Nf] BDA(Bank_Data,labels,Bank_valid_data,n,itr)

5. hyb_model_acc jx-firefly(sel_feat,label,Bank_valid_data)

End

The initial dataset contains 12 attributes, but this hybrid feature selection model has identified four
important attributes with unique characteristics to identify the churn customers in the banking sector. The
results of every iteration with their selected features with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), are shown
in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: Number of features vs. accuracy
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Fig. 6 represents the performance of the fitness function associated with each iteration. As the
representation values are gradually decreasing at four, the value remains constant.

3.4 Intelligent Meta Classification

The traditional algorithms like SVM, DT and NB have ruled the prediction systems. On introduction of
machine learning algorithms, the ensemble algorithm came into existence, but still the problem of overfitting
remains unsolved in few real-time applications. Hence, the proposed system designed a meta classifier of
two-step approach that defines the base classifiers and the obtained results are integrated with the meta
classifier. The proposed algorithm defines the base classifiers such as logistic regression, a traditional
algorithm and an extra tree classifier, an ensemble algorithm. The meta classifier is constructed as
XGBOOST. The outline of the prediction system is represented in Fig. 7.

The advantage of this meta classifier architecture is that it applies many algorithms in parallel on the
training dataset and collect the predictions from every individual algorithm separately. With the collected
predictions, in the second level of architecture, it applies an ensembled algorithm, which is hyper tuned to
predict the final class label of the record. With this 2-layered architecture, the accuracy and true positive

Figure 5: Feature selection with accuracy

Figure 6: Number of iterations vs. fitness function
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rate of the prediction system improves. The hyper tune of the algorithm plays a vital role in determining the
good estimators based on the application data. The performance of the XGBOOST algorithm depends on the
three sets of parameters passed. These parameters are given in Tab. 4.

Pseudo code for Meta Classifier:

Input: Bank_Data Load the Churn Modelling Dataset as a set of features along with labels

Output: Return Evaluation Metrics

Begin:

1. Bank_train_x,Bank_train_y,Bank_test_x,Bank_test_y split_and_test(test_size=0.2)

2. Result_LR Logistic_Regression.fit(Bank_train_x,Bank_train_y)

3. Predict_LR Result_LR.predict(Bank_test_x)

Figure 7: The proposed prediction system

Table 4: Hyper parameters for XGBOOST algorithm

Type of parameter Name of the estimators and possible values Remarks

General Booster: gbtree, gblinear Type of the model

Silent: 0,1 Interactive messages

Thread Number of parallel processors

Booster Eta Learning rate

Max_depth Tree maximum depth

Gamma Minimum loss reduction

Lambda Regularization

Learning Task Objective Minimization of the loss function

Eval_metric Metrics for validation

Seed Randomness
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4. Result_Xtree ExtraTreeClassifier.fit(Bank_train_x,Bank_train_y)

5. Predict_Xtree Result_Xtree.predict(Bank_test_x)

6. Res_XGB XGBClassifier(base_score=0.8, booster=‘gbtree’, gamma=1,

learning_rate=0.25, max_depth=5, objective=‘multi:softprobability’)

7. Result_XGB Res.fit(Result_LR,Result_Xtree)

8. Predict_XGB Result_XGB.predict(Bank_test_x)

9. print accuracy, recall, precision, f1-measure

4 Results and Discussions

The proposed model is measured using various parameters like accuracy, recall, etc. The computation of
parameters and the results obtained are discussed in this section. The proposed model used 140 dataset
records for validation. The generation of the confusion matrix is illustrated in Tab. 5.

(i) The computation of accuracy is the crucial element that decides the model’s reliability. Accuracy is
given by the fraction of true predictions only. Either it can be a positive label or a negative label.

Accuracy HT XGBOOST ¼ True Positive churnþ True Negative non churn

Total records in validation set
(2)

=
83þ 54

140

= 97.85%

(ii) The precision is defined as the ratio of only predicted positive labels among all the true and false
positive labels identified and it is given by,

Precision HT XGBOOST ¼ True Positive Churn

True Positive Churnþ False Positive Non churn
(3)

=
83

83þ 2

= 97.64%

Table 5: Confusion matrix generated from the validation set

Actual observations for dataset Row
count

Act=True
(Churn)

Act=False
(Non_Churn)

Predicted values from the
model

Pred=True
(Churn)

83 (True
Positive)

2 (False Positive) 85

Pred=False
(Non_Churn)

1 (False
Negative)

54 (True Negative) 55

Column count 84 56 140
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(iii) The recall is defined as the ratio of only predictive positive labels among all the positive and
negative values estimated and it is given by,

Recall HT XGBOOST ¼ True Positive Churn

True Positive Churnþ False Negative Churn
(4)

=
83

83þ 1

= 98.8%

(iv) The ratio of twice the value of precision and recall to the summation of recall and precision, is the
traditional F-measure and it is represented by,

F�measure HT XGBOOST ¼ 2�Precision HT XGBOOST � Recall HT XGBOOST

Precision HT XGBOOST þ Recall HT XGBOOST
(5)

=
2 � 97:64 � 98:8

97:64þ 98:8

= 98.21%

The performance of the proposed system is compared to the previous systems in Tab. 6.

Fig. 8 clearly states that the proposed model has a better performance in all the aspects compared to the
existing methods. The Meta-Learning algorithm combined with ensemble bagging algorithm known as
"Extra Tree Classifier" with boosting algorithm “XGBOOST” gives us more accuracy than the traditional
approaches with 97.85% of accuracy. This algorithm accurately finds the customers’ who churns from the
banking sector, represented by the sensitivity (Truly Predicted Class Labels) of 98.8%. The main
advantage of this algorithm is to identify the important features using the Hybrid Fly algorithm.

Table 6: Comparative study of churn customers in banking sector

Sl. No Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Measure

1 Random forest 78% 83% 74% 78.2%

2 ANN 97% 96.7% 97.1% 96.9%

3 Factor identification 88.8% 89.3% 88.8% 88.2%

4 Deep learning PD 90.8% 93.5% 92.1% 92.6%

5 MLP 86.8% 86.4% 85.5% 85.9%

6 DNN 83.1% 83.1% 83.1% 83.1%

7 RFDP 89.5% 87.2% 86.4% 86.8%

8 Proposed 97.85% 97.64% 98.8% 98.21%
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5 Conclusion

The customers’ retention ratio is the crucial element in private organizations, especially in banking
industry. Hence, the proposed system designed a hybrid fly algorithm, an important segment to identify
the crucial characteristics that act as a decision-maker to predict the churn customers. All the existing
studies either used correlation or recursive methods to analyze the strength of the attributes, but the
proposed algorithm uses swarm intelligence, that identifies the strength based on its working
environment. The second major element of the algorithm is meta classifier, that allows many algorithms
to run in parallel and improve the execution times of the model. As it involves the majority voting
scheme, the model’s reliability is considered to be more accurate. The hyper tuning parameters help the
model to select its decision rules and threshold values that automatically makes the system to adjust their
estimator values. As the dataset contains a huge amount of data, working on desktop applications,
supported by the CPU requires more computation time. Hence, it is better to work in a cloud
environment with Big Data tools like Apache Spark. The system can be further extended to offer
different loan schemes and credit cards to the customers who wants to terminate from the banking sector.

Funding Statement: The authors received no specific funding for this study.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declared that they have no conflicts of interest to report regarding the
present study.

Figure 8: (a) Accuracy evaluation (b) Precision evaluation (c) Recall evaluation (d) F1-Measure evaluation
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